
St at e of  t he Union  9:30-10:30 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Anand Buch

This session will present the accomplishments of the company and the client community since the last time we met. 
We will take a deeper dive into some of the specific milestones and metrics that are noteworthy and then also 
discuss the evolution of our industry as a whole. The session will conclude with some stage setting for the purpose 
of the event and the objectives of the year to come.

SD Wan  11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Nick  Adam s, John Macar io, John Belanger

This session will explore Software Defined Wide Area Networks. Gartner estimates that SD-WAN has less than 5% 
market share today, but it predicts that up to 25% of users will manage their WAN through software within two 
years. Revenue from SD-WAN vendors is growing at 59% annually, Gartner estimates, and it?s expected to become a 
$1.3 billion market by 2020.

Secur ing Your  Syst em   11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Nat han Donovan

This session will show you different ways that you should secure your SNAPsolution platform to prevent fraud and 
other suspicious or unwanted activity. This includes user settings, device configurations, dialing restrictions, call 
limits, and more.

Int ro t o Market ing  11:00-12:00 |  Coronado |  Mike Crom well, Ken Adam s

Consumers are motivated by their desire to satisfy complex needs. Needs thus are the starting point for marketing. 
In this session we will discuss basics of marketing including defining your target market(s), setting marketing 
objectives and the tips and tricks you can use.

Monit or ing t he SNAPsolut ion  1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Chr is Aaker

Learn how to monitor your SNAPsolution infrastructure. We will cover the lower level statistics that will allow you to 
monitor performance and look into scaling towards to future. We will also look into proactive monitoring and how 
to get ahead of any potential issues.

Call Flow   1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Nat han Donovan

Learn how the system processes a call from the moment it receives an invite to connecting the call with the 
destination! We?ll cover how the platform matches invites with configured connections. How the Dial Translation 
routes the call to an application. And finally how the application connects the call with the destination.

Polycom   1:00-2:00 |  Coronado |  Polycom

Attend the Polycom break-out session at UGM on Tuesday at11:00am and receive up-to-date information about our 
investments that are laser focused to help you stay competitive and relevant in an ever changing environment. New 
acquisitions, new partnerships, and new products for 2018 are all on tap. And how about some feedback from the 
customer? What exactly are they saying about their SP? Find out their ?top of mind? issues. And, if that isn?t enough, 
we?ll deliver ways for you to curb or reallocate your capital expenses. If you had some extra cash, what would you do 
with it?! Be the first 50 people to attend and receive a special gift! And all who attend have a chance to win the all 
new TRIO8500 conference phone!

API Par t  1 (API 101)  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Chr is Aaker

Access to API authentication and basic use cases will be covered. This will serve as a great starting point for any new 
developer with the netsapiens API.

Self  Upgrade & Maint enance  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Thiago Modell i

This session relates to all the current steps required to keep up with netsapiens and Ubuntu patch releases, 
upgrading systems, keeping security fixes up-to-date, and the impact of doing such upgrades.

Sell ing t he UC St ory  2:15-3:15|  Coronado |  Mat t  MacCallum , Dave Pr ivee

Telecom service providers are well positioned to sell unified communications and its various components to a 
variety of business customers, but providers need to stress the value of their networks, capabilit ies and partners to 
make the sale.
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Keynot e  9:30-10:30 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Danny Creed

Real World Business Coach Danny Creed is an award-winning master business coach, entrepreneur, and best-selling 
author. Coach Dan has logged over 14,000 business coaching and consulting hours and growing. He has done 14 
successful start-up businesses and over 400 business turnarounds. Coach Dan is the six-time recipient of the 
FocalPoint International Brian Tracy Award of Sales Excellence.

ITSP Best  Pract ices  11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Dave George

While many ITSPs relegate Best Practices to their Platform, Network Architecture and Technology Offerings, 
Hands-On Companies know that understanding, conveying and delivering on the right Strategy and Internal 
Processes will lead to Growth and Profitable Revenue. This Breakout Session provides some well-accepted Best 
Practices any business should consider implementing.

Tech Team  Q&A  11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Chr is Aaker , Thiago Modell i , Just in Cat e, Kevin Selkow it z

This is an open session giving attendees the ability to ask questions of our technical panel of netsapiens employees 
as well as their fellow attendees. Topics can include netsapiens features set currently, future plans and concepts as 
well as related topics such as networking, hardware and vendor integrations.

Benef it s of  Diversif icat ion  11:00-12:00 |  Coronado |  Chr is Galeot t i

Diversification is the practice of varying products, operations, etc. in order to spread risk, expand, or exploit spare 
capacity. In this session, we will explore different strategies you can use this concept for licensing, features, target 
markets, and more!

Call Trace Analysis  1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Nat han Donovan

This session will teach you how to read Call Traces like a PRO! Here you will learn how to read, diagnose, and 
troubleshoot common call issues using the netsapiens SIP flow ladder diagram in the Call History logs.

Cust om er  Spot l ight   1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Kevin Selkow it z, Hayden Kat zenellenbogen, Adam  

Sherm an, Joe Whit e, Keit h Young
The spotlight is a panel of service providers with varying business models. Each service provider will share a bit 
about what makes them unique followed by an open Q&A for the panel.

Def in ing Your  Target  Market   1:00-2:00 |  Coronado |  Mat t  MacCallum , Dave Jones

What is a vertical market? How do I know what vertical markets are a good fit for my company? Which size of 
customer should I be targeting? Asking and answering these questions are one of the keys to success for your 
business.

API Par t  2  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Chr is Aaker

API testing and automation cases will be covered. We will use the API in real work examples to demo the power of 
the API.

SNAPvant age  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Nick  Adam s

SNAPvantage is netsapiens new OSS/BSS integrated hand in hand with the SNAPsolution product suite. This is a 
usage demo/presentation which will go through the SNAPvantage solution showing how it can encourage and 
streamline business growth both inside and outside of the SNAPsolution suite.

Hospit alit y  2:15-3:15 |  Coronado |  Kevin Selkow it z

An introduction to the hospitality market - understanding the opportunity, what hotels to target, hospitality 
features, and how our hospitality solution works.
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Roadm ap 2018  9:30-10:45 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Chr is Aaker , Just in Cat e, Dave George

Discussion will cover 2017?s hits and misses reviewing the roadmap along with the last years accomplishments. 
Coverage of QA strategy and numbers will shed some light on process used to test and release code. We will discuss 
small changes to the release cycle and then dive into the next year of code releases highlighting some of the major 
goals for the year. We will offer an interactive session to attempt to gauge interest on new initiatives in the 
roadmap. 

Geo Best  Pract ices  11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Thiago Modell i

This is part one of a two part Technical Overview series meant to help clients understand how to better plan for and 
leverage netsapiens' Geo solution. Geo Best Practices is a higher level session covering the following topics: how to 
achieve high SLA with 2+ sites or more, general device configuration, failover, and related SOPs. We will also discuss 
the general distribution of systems including high availability and redundancy configuration for endpoints, portal 
and API. Lastly, we will touch on virtualization and discuss what should be virtualized when. Part two continues in 
the "System Optimization" session.

New Feat ure Dem os (Par t  1)  11:00-12:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Chr is Aaker

Open session to dive into some of the newer feature offered by netsapiens including SNAPbuilder, SNAPmobile Web 
(WebRTC based softclient) and the video conference and screen share application. Attendees have the ability to ask 
questions and interface with the development team.

Market ing net sapiens  11:00-12:00 |  Coronado |  Ken Adam s, Michael St er l

How to utilize SNAPsolution, netsapiens marketing resources, third party tools and outsourced marketing to reach 
your potential market and upsell your existing customer base.

Syst em  Opt im izat ion  1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Thiago Modell i

This is part two of the Technical Overview series that started with GEO Best Practices. It will  touch a lower level 
portion of the best practices and optimizations like distributed portals, separation of duties for netsapiens services, 
and what are the main items that should be kept in check to increase SLA and reduce possible issues. The session 
will also include: speeding up user interaction to the portal, CPU/DISK/MEMORY bound applications and their points 
of contentions, what gets logged where and what it means, and standard management operations.

New Feat ure Dem os  1:00-2:00 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Chr is Aaker

Open session to dive into some of the newer feature offered by netsapiens including SNAPbuilder, SNAPmobile Web 
(WebRTC based softclient) and the video conference and screen share application. Ability to ask questions and 
interface with the development team.

Google Adwords & Social Media Market ing  1:00-2:00 |  Coronado |  Olivia Murphy

The first half of this session will provide a general overview of the usefulness of social media marketing, its growth in 
recent years, and how to effectively market your product or service on social media. We will focus specifically on 
Facebook, Twitter, Google, and Linkedin, and learn the differences between each platform and what types of 
content are most effective. After that, we will turn to Google Adwords, taking a more in-depth look at the tips and 
tricks of a successful campaign.

API Par t  3  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 1 |  Chr is Aaker

API testing and automation cases will be covered. We will use the API in real work examples to demo the power of 
the API.

Com m unit y Building  2:15-3:15 |  Point  Lom a 2 |  Ken Adam s

SNAPvantage is netsapiens new OSS/BSS integrated hand in hand with the SNAPsolution product suite. This is a 
usage demo/presentation which will go through the SNAPvantage solution showing how it can encourage and 
streamline business growth both inside and outside of the SNAPsolution suite.

User  Exper ience  2:15-3:15 |  Coronado |  Zach Horn

Learn about the netsapiens UX process and how it has shaped the product to benefit you and your customers 
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